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Effect of Visuomotor Colocation
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Physical and Virtual Environments

Abstract

Given the ease that humans have with using a keyboard and mouse in typical,
non-colocated computer interaction, many studies have investigated the value of
colocating the visual field and motor workspaces using immersive display modali-
ties. Significant understanding has been gained by previous work comparing physical
tasks against virtual tasks, visuomotor colocation versus non-colocation, and even
visuomotor rotational misalignments in virtual environments (VEs). However, few
studies have explored all of these paradigms in context with each other, and it is dif-
ficult to perform interstudy comparisons because of the variation in tested motor
tasks. Therefore, using a stereoscopic fish tank display setup, the goal for the current
study was to characterize human performance of a 3D Fitts’ point-to-point reach-
ing task using a stylus-based haptic interface in the physical, colocated/non-colocated,
and rotated VE visualization conditions. Five performance measures—throughput,
efficiency, initial movement error, corrective movements, and peak velocity—were
measured and used to evaluate task performance. These measures were studied in
22 subjects (11 male, 11 female, ages 20–32) performing a 3D variant of Fitts’ serial
task under 10 task conditions: physical, colocated VE, non-colocated VE, and rotated
VEs from 45–315◦ in 45◦ increments. Hypotheses: All performance measures in the
colocated VE were expected to reflect significantly reduced task performance over
the real condition, but also reflect increased performance over the non-colocated VE
condition. For rotational misalignments, all performance measures were expected to
reflect the highest performance at 0◦, reduce to the lowest performance at 90◦, and
rise again to a local maximum at 180◦ (symmetric about 0◦). Results: All performance
measures showed that the colocated VE condition resulted in significantly lower task
performance than the physical condition and higher mean performance than the
non-colocated VE condition, but the difference was not statistically significant. Also,
rotation misalignments showed that task performance was mostly reduced to a min-
imum at 90◦, 135◦, and 225◦. We conclude that colocated VEs may not significantly
improve point-to-point reaching performance over non-colocated VEs. Also, visual
rotations of ±45◦ affected throughput, efficiency, peak velocity, and initial movement
error, but the number of corrective movements were not affected until ±90◦.

*Correspondence to mjf24@case.edu.
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1 Introduction

Optimization of human task performance in virtual
environments (VEs) is desirable from an engineering
standpoint, but it is also crucial in applications such as
surgical robot control, where impaired performance can
lead to costly consequences. The effect of immersive
display modalities on task performance is a well studied
area, but there are still gaps in the literature that can be
filled.

Many have investigated the value of immersive tech-
nologies over typical, non-colocated (NC) computer
interaction where the visual field and motor workspace
are not aligned (as in a common computer display and
mouse interface). Investigations into the effect of visuo-
motor misalignments on task performance are rooted in
motor control studies regarding the physiological pro-
cesses behind adaptations to optical prisms (Held, 1965;
Shadmehr & Wise, 2005). Since then, the increased
accessibility of computers brought the field into an inter-
section with the study of human–computer interaction,
where the focus is on optimization of human task per-
formance in VEs—which is also the focus of the current
work.

There are two general causes of visuomotor misalign-
ment: rotational and translational dislocation of the
visual display from the input device. For the current
study, a colocated interface was defined as the condi-
tion when visual and motor workspace scales, origins,
and orientations are aligned (similar to human hand–
eye interactions). Therefore, translational misalignment
refers to the condition where only the scales and orienta-
tions are aligned, while rotational misalignment refers to
the case where only the scales and origins are aligned. In
this paper, the colocated condition was equivalent to the
0◦ rotation condition.

Previous findings regarding the effect of rotational
misalignment on virtual task performance are surpris-
ingly consistent despite the large variation of tasks that
were tested. Investigated tasks include 2D point-to-
point targeting with a joystick interface (Bernotat,
1970), 3D pick-and-place, and tracking using two joy-
sticks (Kim, Tendick, et al., 1987; Kim, Ellis, Tyler,
Hannaford, & Stark, 1987), whole-arm 3D point-to-

point reaching (Blackmon, Çavuşoğlu, Lai, & Stark,
1997), and 3D object orientation matching (Ware &
Arsenault, 2004). Task completion times and error
rates for visual rotations about the azimuth (direction
perpendicular to the ground) were found to have a
quasisymmetric trend about the 0◦ condition. Specifi-
cally, both measures were lowest for the 0◦ condition,
increased to maximums at ±90◦, and decreased to a
local minimum at 180◦. In short, the literature showed
the highest task performance with no visuomotor rota-
tional dislocation, and the lowest when the dislocation
was ±90◦ about the azimuth.

In contrast, previous findings on the effect of trans-
lational misalignments (visuomotor colocation) on task
performance are conflicting. For instance, Swapp, Pawar,
and Loscos (2006) reported that colocation signifi-
cantly improved performance metrics for a set of 3D
tasks. Their method of colocation was to physically align
and stereographically calibrate a haptic device located
at eye level between the user and the computer display.
Three virtual tasks (3D reaching, 3D maze navigation,
and object juggling) were tested, each over three arbi-
trarily defined difficulty levels. Similarly, Lev, Rozengurt,
Gelfeld, Tarkhnishvili, and Reiner (2010) reported that
a virtual endoscopic surgery suturing task was performed
significantly faster using a stereographic, colocated fish
tank display modality than a monoscopic, non-colocated
monitor. Their colocated modality placed the fish tank
display between the user and the haptic device used
for input. In addition, Tendick, Jennings, Tharp, and
Stark (1993) tested surgeons and showed that a pick-
and-place task with laparoscopic tools took up to 1.5×
as long when a non-colocated, monoscopic endoscope
video image was provided, compared to directly view-
ing the workspace monoscopically with one human eye.
In contrast, Teather, Allison, and Steurzlinger (2009)
tested the effect of colocation using a 3D Fitts’ task and
did not find a significant improvement in task comple-
tion time. They used an optically tracked stylus that was
operated directly over a stereoscopic display for the colo-
cated condition. For the non-colocated condition, the
stylus workspace was shifted to the right of the display
by a distance equal to the width of the display. Addition-
ally, Sprague, Po, and Booth (2006) also did not find a
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significant difference in completion rate of a virtual 2D
Fitts’ task when the visual workspace was translated up
to 30% farther from the colocated orientation.

The cited works have answered many questions
regarding human performance in VEs, but several gaps
in understanding still exist. First, the large variation of
task paradigms in the literature make repeatability and
inter-study comparisons difficult. Second, task diffi-
culty is known to affect task performance, but only a few
studies have taken this into consideration (Swapp et al.,
2006; Teather et al., 2009; Teather & Steurzlinger,
2011). Third, it is not clear from the literature whether
task completion rates are improved by the use of a colo-
cated VE display. Lastly, although there is evidence that
reduced task performance occurs in VEs (vs. physical
environments) and under translational and rotational
misalignments, only one attempt has been made to
investigate all three factors using the same manual task.
That attempt by Blackmon et al. (1997) was a small
study of four subjects that only examined 0, 45, and
90◦ rotations.

Therefore, the goal for the current study was to
comprehensively investigate human performance
of a point-to-point reaching task in the physical,
colocated/non-colocated VE, and rotated VE visual-
ization conditions. Also, the reaching task should span a
range of difficulties in a well-defined manner, but still be
general and well-established in order to facilitate inter-
study comparison and repeatability. Consistent with
these requirements, Fitts’ point-to-point reaching task
stands out as an appropriate motor task for this goal.

Fitts’ task is an established motor task for testing man-
ual performance that has well-defined parameters for
adjusting task difficulty (Fitts, 1954). The basic Fitts’
task involves a participant using a stylus to start at rest
at a specific location, and then moving the stylus to
rest within a designated target area. Fitts’ law formally
models the speed/accuracy trade-offs in rapid, aimed
movement. According to the modern, Shannon for-
mulation of Fitts’ law, the time required for a human
to move and point to a target is

MT = a + b log2

(
1 + D

W

)
, (1)

where MT is the movement time, D is the distance from
the starting point to the center of the target, W is the
width of the target, and constant parameters a and b are
identified by linear regression. The term log2

(
1 + D

W
)

is
called the index of difficulty (ID). ID is commonly inter-
preted as a measure of the difficulty of the motor task,
and carries the unit of “bits,” in reference to an infor-
mation theory interpretation of Fitts’ law. One example
of an application for Fitts’ task with modulated diffi-
culty levels is its use by Guiard and Olafsdottir (2011) to
assess motor impairment in the reaching performance of
hemiparetic stroke survivors.

Although the basic interpretation of Fitts’ law is
one-dimensional, Fitts’ task is applicable to and can
be executed in one, two, and three spatial dimensions
(I. S. MacKenzie & Buxton, 1992). Fitts’ task has also
been used to study a variety of computer input devices,
including digital pointers, computer mouse inputs, and
haptic devices (Ware & Balakrishnan, 1994; Ware &
Arsenault, 2004). In fact, Fitts’ task has been adapted
into an ISO standard to evaluate 2D, non-keyboard
computer interfaces (ISO/DIS 9241-9 , 2000). Recently,
Teather and Steurzlinger (2011) utilized Fitts’ law and
the ISO 9241-9 task to investigate human pointing per-
formance using various 2D and 3D cursor control and
visual display techniques.

In order to apply Fitts’ task to evaluate human perfor-
mance in different experimental conditions, Soukoreff
and MacKenzie recommended the use of throughput
(TP; Soukoreff & I. S. MacKenzie, 2004). Throughput
was defined in units of bits per second (bps) as

TP = 1
y

y∑
i=1

⎛
⎝1

x

x∑
j=1

IDeij

MTij

⎞
⎠ , (2)

where x is the number of unique movement conditions,
y is the number of subjects, and IDe is the effective ID
calculated from the actual distance traveled and end-
point distribution measured from human experiment.
Since human subjects tend to miss the target or move
to the edges of a wide target, IDe is defined for each
unique movement condition as

IDe = log2

(
1 + De

We

)
, (3)
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where De is the average distance traveled for multiple
repetitions of the same movement condition and We =
σ
√

2πe = 4.133σ, where σ was the standard deviation
of the end point locations. This formulation for IDe,
detailed by Soukoreff and I. S. MacKenzie, assumes that
the endpoints have a normal random distribution since it
is due to human variability.

1.1 Study Objectives and Hypotheses

This work investigated human performance of a
3D variation of Fitts’ point-to-point reaching task (ID
2–6 bits) performed using a stylus-based haptic interface
device under various experimental conditions. A total of
10 conditions were studied: physical targets (real), non-
colocated (NC) virtual targets, colocated virtual targets
(0◦) using a stereographic fish tank display modality, and
virtual targets using a fish tank display with rotations
about the azimuth of 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270, and
315◦. Task performance was quantified in five ways (all
adapted from the literature and detailed in Section 2):
throughput, efficiency, initial movement error, number
of corrective movements, and peak velocity.

Objective 1: Investigate the effect of visualization
paradigms (real, NC, and 0◦) on task performance
measures.

Hypothesis 1: All performance measures in the colo-
cated VE were expected to show significantly reduced
task performance over the real condition due to
imperfect depth perception in a VE display, even with
stereoscopy, due to the lack of accommodation cues to
the eyes. This hypothesis was supported by evidence
in the literature showing 1.5–2× decreases in comple-
tion rate for virtual tasks versus physical tasks (Graham
& C. L. MacKenzie, 1996; Mason, Walji, Lee, &
MacKenzie, 2001; Sprague et al., 2006; Blackmon et al.,
1997). Additionally, the NC condition was expected
to exhibit the lowest performance of these three con-
ditions since the visual field was translated away from
the motor workspace and may require the most change
to typical human visuomotor mappings. Evidence for
this was shown by Tendick et al. (1993), where endo-
scopic surgeons were up to 1.5× as slow performing
pick-and-place tasks while viewing the workspace and

tools through a non-colocated, monoscopic video
feed, as compared to directly viewing the workspace
monoscopically (i.e., using one eye).

Objective 2: Investigate the effect of visual rota-
tion misalignments (0–315◦ about the azimuth) of an
immersive VE on task performance measures.

Hypothesis 2: For all performance measures, it was
hypothesized that the effect of rotation misalignments
would be consistent with the trends reported in the liter-
ature. Specifically, performance should be highest at 0◦,
reduce toward the lowest performance at 90◦, and rise
again to a local maximum at 180◦ (which is analogous
to performing the task through a mirror image). This
behavior should also be symmetric about 0◦, as reported
in the literature.

2 Performance Measures for Analysis

The following quantitative measures were adapted
from the literature in order to capture a broad range of
motor-execution behaviors that reflect different aspects
of task performance. They were all calculated from the
reaching trajectories after removing data unrelated to
movement. To eliminate dwell time (time between
movement termination and computer registration of
endpoint position) and movement onset delays from
interfering with the analysis, only data with velocity
greater than 1.5 mm/s were analyzed. This threshold
was based on the hand tremor frequency response of
retinal surgeons using a stylus grip, which were mea-
sured to have an amplitude of 0.03 mm at a fundamental
frequency of 9 Hz (Riviere, Ang, & Khosla, 2003).
Velocity profiles were estimated from the first differ-
ence of the trajectory data after it had been low-pass
filtered at 5 Hz with a third-order Butterworth filter
(MATLAB’s filtfilt.m). In addition, all the follow-
ing performance measures were scalars calculated from
composite position, velocity, and acceleration signals.
The composite was defined as the square root of the sum
of squares of the data at each axis.

2.0.1 Throughput. Also referred to as the
task completion rate, throughput is inversely propor-
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tional to the task completion times measured across a
range of target difficulties (Soukoreff & I. S. MacKen-
zie, 2004). Therefore, increased values of throughput
indicate increased task performance. Throughput was
derived as the inverse of the slope from one-parameter
linear regression of movement times with respect to IDe,
as in Equation 2. In order to perform statistical analysis,
TP was computed for each subject over each condition
and had units of ‘bits/s’.

2.0.2 Number of Corrective Movements.
The number of corrective movements was defined as the
number of local maxima of the acceleration signal dur-
ing each trial and indicates the smoothness of a reaching
motion. Since each corrective movement (CM) signifies
a direction change, if the reaching motion was ideally
smooth, then the number of corrections should be 0.
This measure was used by Blackmon et al. (1997) to
quantify human reaching performance in virtual and
real environments. They found that CMs were mini-
mized for real environments with physical targets and
that the CM was increased for the virtual environment
cases. Therefore, an increased number of corrections was
equated with decreased task performance.

2.0.3 Efficiency. Efficiency is a measure
of how far a subject’s trajectory deviated from the
shortest straight line path to the target. A form of
it was first defined by Zhai and Milgram (1998) for
use in quantifying the ability of subjects to perform a
6-DOF orientation-matching task. In the current work,
efficiency was defined as

Efficiency = Dendpoint

Dpath − Dendpoint
, (4)

where Dendpoint is the Euclidean distance from the
location of movement onset to the endpoint position
and Dpath is the length of the actual reaching motion.
Therefore, efficiency is higher if a subject reaches in
a straight line from starting point to endpoint, ver-
sus in a curved motion. Efficiency equals infinity if the
path taken is exactly a straight line; however, this is not
expected to happen for human reaching motions. The

current analysis assumed that increased efficiency implies
increased performance. This is consistent with the use of
efficiency in Zhai and Milgram (1998), where efficiency
was used as a benchmark for two 6-DOF input devices.
The input device that facilitated lower task completion
times was shown to also have increased efficiency com-
pared to an alternative device that facilitated higher task
completion times.

2.0.4 Initial Movement Error. The initial
movement error was defined as the magnitude of differ-
ence between two normalized vectors: the target vector
and the initial movement vector. The target vector
points from the location of motion onset to the target
location, while the initial movement vector points from
the location of motion onset to the location where the
first CM occurred (the first local maximum of accelera-
tion). Increased initial movement error was considered
to indicate degraded performance. This was based on
the findings of Blackmon et al. (1997), who reported
an increase in initial movement error of over 4.5× for
virtual reaching tasks compared to an identical physical
task.

2.0.5 PeakVelocity. The peak velocity was
defined as the highest magnitude of velocity that was
measured during each reaching motion. It has been
found that higher peak velocities resulted from reaching
in physical environments versus in virtual environments
(Graham & C. L. MacKenzie, 1996; Blackmon et al.,
1997). Therefore, higher peak velocity in an experimen-
tal condition was considered to indicate motor control
confidence and higher performance. It was also reported
in C. L. MacKenzie, Marteniuk, Dugas, Liske, and
Eickmeier (1987), Mason (2007), and in Mason et al.
(2001) that peak velocity was positively correlated with
target distance. This means that the farther away a tar-
get is, the more likely it is that peak velocity will increase.
Since target difficulty is a function of target distance, the
current study used the method described in Section 2.1
to account for the possible effect of parameters such as
target distance or ID on this or any other performance
measure.
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Table 1. Target List

ID (bits) Distance (cm) Diameter (mm)

1.9 5.6 20
2.3 8.0 20
2.7 6.7 12
3.2 9.6 12
3.6 9.2 8.0
4.1 13 8.0
4.6 18 8.0
5.1 9.7 3.0
5.6 14 3.0
6.0 19 3.0

2.1 Accounting for the Effect of ID on
Performance Measures

If target ID was observed to have a significant
effect on a performance measure, linear regression
was performed on the values as a function of ID for
each experimental condition. As a result, instead of
one parameter for each target ID (per experiment con-
dition), each experimental condition will have two:
regression slope and offset. The slope was considered
to indicate the sensitivity of the performance measure
for the tested range of IDs. Meanwhile, the offset repre-
sented the performance measure for the minimum tested
ID, and was derived from the regression slope, m, and
zero intercept, y◦, as

offset = y◦ + m(IDmin), (5)

where IDmin was the lowest tested target ID of 1.9
bits (see Table 1). This definition of offset was used in
order to maintain a physical relationship between the
numerical regression and the empirical results. In fact,
Guiard and Olafsdottir (2011) caution against the use
of the regression intercept at zero ID for estimating
performance due to the impracticality of constructing
a physical target of zero ID.

3 Methods

The following human experiment protocol has
been approved by the Institutional Review Board

Figure 1. User positioning at the fish tank display used for the

0–315◦ conditions (tilted monitor with user facing downward) and

non-colocated condition (upright monitor with subject looking forward

and head stabilized by a custom headrest). The setup for the physical

condition required removing the mirror, but the forehead rest was still

used.

of Case Western Reserve University, where these
experiments were performed.

3.1 Equipment

The fish tank display modality was selected for
this study due to its ability to provide high-fidelity
VEs that align the visual and motor workspaces. They
were colocated by placing a haptic device behind the
image plane of the calibrated fish tank display. In this
way, the haptic device’s representation in the VE will
appear to match the motion and location of the physical
device.

A custom fish tank display (see Figure 1) was designed
to be reconfigurable for the physical task, colocated
VE, and non-colocated VE configurations. It supports
both a 22-in Dell CRT monitor, and a PHANToM
Omni haptic device (SensAble Technologies). The same
haptic device and workspace were used for all of the
experimental conditions.
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Figure 2. First-person view of the colocated fish tank display through

a semitransparent mirror. The semitransparent mirror was used for

calibration only.

OpenGL was used to develop a graphic user interface
(GUI) that was rendered on a Dell dual-core worksta-
tion computer running Windows XP. Data were sampled
at 1 kHz using the OpenHaptics API (SensAble Tech-
nologies). Stereographic images were rendered using
nonsymmetric frustums and viewed using CrystalEyes
3 active shutter glasses and transmitter (RealD). The
physical targets used in the experiments were custom
fabricated using hollow half-spheres mounted on
telescoping stems.

Stereographic calibration between the virtual and
physical workspaces was performed manually using phys-
ical reference objects (solid blocks and reaching task
targets placed at the extremes of the workspace) seen
through a half-mirror as a reference with respect to a
fixed forehead rest used by all subjects (see Figure 2).
The actual experiments were conducted using a full
mirror in order to maintain occlusion depth cues (close
objects visually obstruct farther ones) that are important
for visual depth perception.

The distance between the eyes and the image plane
(computer display screen for the NC configuration and
mirror-reflected image for the colocated condition) was
approximately 50 cm for both the colocated and non-
colocated conditions (see Figure 1). A custom headrest
was used for the non-colocated condition in order to
restrict head motion and prevent “stereo swim,” the

effect when the fused image appears to move due to
head motion. For the physical task, the mirror was
removed, but the forehead rest was still used in order
to maintain a consistent viewpoint across all experi-
mental conditions. The physical targets were placed at
various locations within a workspace measuring 26 cm W
× 15 cm L × 15 cm H.

3.2 Subjects

Twenty-two subjects (11 male and 11 female, ages
20–32) were recruited and compensated for their par-
ticipation in this study. All subjects were right-handed
and tested using their dominant hand. The experiments
used a repeated-measures design in which each sub-
ject performed each of the 10 experimental conditions
once. The entire experiment took approximately 3 hr
per subject. Due to time constraints, all but two sub-
jects performed the entire set of tests over two separate
days—one day consisting of randomly presented rotated
conditions and the other day consisting of the physical
and non-colocated conditions. At least 1 week of time
separated the first and second day sessions.

3.3 Experiment Paradigms

Each of the 10 conditions was presented to par-
ticipants in random order. During each condition,
subjects were asked to sit before the fish tank display,
grip the haptic device stylus like a pen, and perform the
experiment task. Each session tested one experimental
condition, consisting of a set of 40 practice trials (40
targets) followed immediately by a set of 40 recorded
trials. During each trial, the home position and one
target were displayed simultaneously to the subject.
Each subject was instructed to first set the tip of the sty-
lus at the home position, press a button on the stylus
when ready to move to the target, move the stylus tip as
quickly as possible to the target, and press again when
they were sure that the tip of the stylus was anywhere
within the target volume. Each button press triggered
a chime sound effect. Also, ample rest was provided to
subjects between each condition, but no rest was pro-
vided between the practice and actual test runs in order
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Figure 3. The experimental setup for the physical target experiment

condition. The home target is the small stem centered farthest away

from the haptic device’s base and an example target is the hollow

half-sphere resting on a stem.

to maintain the subject’s familiarity with the specific
condition.

The home position was laterally centered near the
edge of the workspace closest to the subject. Each set
of 40 targets was randomly constructed from 10 unique
targets spanning IDs of 2–6 bits (see Table 1), each
repeated four times. Two of the repetitions were placed
on the opposite lateral side of the other two with respect
to the home position in order to minimize the effect
of direction bias. Data from all four repetitions were
averaged for analysis.

3.3.1 RealTask. For the real task (see Figure 3),
subjects reached toward physical targets that the exper-
imenter manually changed. Subjects were additionally
instructed to judge their accuracy by vision and not by
contacting the stylus tip with the target. One peculiarity
with the PHANToM Omni haptic device was that the
gimbal attached to the stylus can obstruct the view of
the stylus tip when a right-handed user points toward a
left-sided target (and vice versa). In order to account for
this, during the real condition, the hollow face of the
right-sided targets was rotated toward the subject, while
left-sided targets were rotated 45◦ about the target stem

to face just to the right of the operator so that the stylus
tip becomes visible to the operator. This alteration was
not needed for the VE conditions. Also, separate trial
runs were analyzed to ensure that the rotation of targets
did not result in significantly different completion times
between targets located on opposite sides.

3.3.2 Colocated and Rotations. Figure 4
shows all eight rotation conditions. Virtual targets were
generated to be hollow half-spheres in order to match
the appearance of the physical targets. Additionally, vir-
tual targets were made semitransparent for the rotated
conditions so that the cursor would not be obstructed.
Separate trial runs were made to ensure that transparent
targets did not result in significantly different comple-
tion times. Also, force feedback was not provided for
virtual targets in order to evoke vision-based motor con-
trol from participants and to record performance metrics
that are not affected by contact-based strategies where
subjects might hunt for haptic contact with the target
before deciding to register the endpoint click.

3.3.3 Non-colocated. The NC experiment
condition also used the GUI for the 0◦ condition, but
was viewed by participants directly on the computer
display as shown in Figure 1.

3.3.4 Statistical Analysis. Statistical testing
for mean differences was performed using repeated mea-
sures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Greenhouse-
Geisser epsilon corrections and Holm-Sidak multiple
comparisons (performed in OriginPro 8.5, OriginLab
Corp., Northampton, MA). The performance mea-
sures were statistically tested in two tests, one consisting
of the real, NC, and colocated conditions (referred to
as the visualization paradigms) and another with only
the 0–315◦ conditions (referred to as the rotations).
The statistical power for visualization paradigms was
computed to be 0.69 (as calculated by G*Power 3.1
by Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Axel, 2007; sample size of
22, three repeated measurements, α = 0.05, Cohen’s f
medium effect size of 0.25, one group of subjects) and
0.99 for the rotations analysis (eight repeated measure-
ments). Statistical tests for significant mean differences
were computed using experimental condition as the
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Figure 4. The colocated and rotated conditions, rotated about the

azimuth.

within-subjects factor and performance measures as the
dependent variable.

4 Results

Boxplots for all performance measures are shown
in Figure 5. The boxplots serve to illustrate the statistical

distribution and means of each performance measure
across all subjects, grouped by experimental condition.

4.1 Throughput

Task ID was observed to have an effect on
mean task completion time, which was confirmed
via ANOVA. ID was found to have a significant
effect on task completion time for visualization
paradigms, F (9, 189) = 253.1, p < .001, and rota-
tions, F (9, 189) = 169.6, p < .001. Thus, TP was
calculated by fitting a one-parameter linear slope
to each subject’s movement time data as a function
of IDe and taking the inverse of the fitted slope. A
histogram of all linear regression coefficient of deter-
mination, R2, values is shown in Figure 6(a). Also,
the TP for all subjects were reported as boxplots in
Figure 5(a).

Task paradigm was found to have a significant effect
on TP, F (2, 42) = 15.96, p = .0016. The highest mean
TP was observed for real targets (4.71 bps), which was
found to be significantly greater than both the NC
(3.26 bps) and colocated (3.51 bps) cases. The NC
and colocated mean TP values were not found to be
significantly different. Rotations were also found to sig-
nificantly affect TP, F (7, 147) = 81.66, p = .00. At 0◦,
TP was significantly higher than all the other rotations.
Also, TP between the 0 (3.51 bps), 45 (2.73 bps), and
90◦ (1.55 bps) conditions were found to be significantly
different from each other. In addition, TP at 45◦ was
significantly different from all the other rotations. There
was no significant difference between TP for the 90◦

case versus 135–270◦, but it was significantly lower than
TP at 315◦.

Throughput decreased from 0◦ to a local mini-
mum at 135◦ (1.3 bps), peaked at a local maximum
at 180◦ (1.70 bps), before decreasing to another
local minimum at 225◦ (1.28 bps). From 225–315◦

(3.05 bps), TP increased almost to the 0◦ mean. Note
that TP at 180◦ (1.79 bps) was significantly higher
than both the 135 and 225◦ conditions, which is
where the lowest TP values occurred. Mean TP for
135 and 225◦ were not significantly different from each
other.
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Figure 5. Boxplots for performance measures along with mean values (bold numbers under each box, plotted with circles). From the lower

boundary of each box, moving upward, each line represents the lower quartile, median, and upper quartile. Lower and upper whiskers of each box

represent 1.5× the lower and upper quartiles. Cross symbols that fall beyond the whisker boundaries are data points that exceed 1.5× the upper

and lower quartiles.

*Data were not analyzed due to calibration issues.
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Figure 6. Histograms of the coefficient of determination ( R2) for linear regressions on (a) throughput, (b) corrective movements, and

(c) peak velocity as a function of ID.

4.2 Efficiency

Efficiency measures, as shown in Figure 5(b), were
calculated for each subject without distinguishing each
target by its difficulty. Paradigm significantly impacted
efficiency, F (1.7, 42) = 6.24, corrected p = .0065. Effi-
ciency was highest for the real target condition, which
was significantly greater than both the NC and 0◦ cases.
A significant difference was not detected between the
NC and 0◦ conditions.

Rotations were also found to exert a significant
effect on efficiency, F (3.34, 147) = 21.11, corrected
p < .001. Efficiency was highest for the 0◦ condition
(10.66) compared to any other rotation. Like other per-
formance measures, efficiency decreased from 0◦ to a
local minimum at 135◦ (2.71) before peaking at the
local maximum observed at the 180◦ condition (3.91).
Efficiency again decreased at 225◦ (2.84) before increas-
ing from 270–315◦ to a mean of 6.75, which was not
significantly different from the 45◦ mean of 6.11.

4.3 Initial Movement Error

Initial movement error measures, boxplotted in
Figure 5(c), were calculated for each subject without
distinguishing each target by its difficulty. This was done
because there was no apparent trend in the individual
initial movement errors with respect to target difficulty.
The range of initial movement errors was [0–2] because

the target and initial movement vectors were normalized
prior to taking their difference.

Paradigm did not significantly affect mean initial
movement error, F (2, 42) = 4.19, corrected p = .07.
Due to possible calibration errors, the real target condi-
tion was not included in the analysis. The PHANToM
Omni calibration is hard-coded into the haptic device
based on a well on the base that serves as both a holder
for the stylus and a calibration point every time the pen
is inserted. However, the joints of the haptic device can
shift slightly even when the stylus tip is within the well,
which may lead to calibration errors between the actual
and estimated joint angles. Therefore, the initial move-
ment error for the real target condition was unreliable
and was not included in the analysis.

Rotations, however, did significantly impact initial
movement error, F (7, 147) = 20.38, p < .001. The
lowest mean initial movement error occurred for the 0◦

condition (0.86, which was significantly different from
all other rotations except 45 and 315◦) and increased up
to a maximum mean error of 1.18 for 135◦. However,
the initial movement error at 135◦ was only significantly
different from the 0 and 315◦ conditions. Similar to
other measures, a local minimum occurred for 180◦

(1.09), but it was not significantly different from 135◦

or 225◦, as in the other measures. Also, initial movement
error decreased from 1.15 at 225◦ down to 0.91, which
was not significantly different from the initial movement
error at 0◦.
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4.4 Number of Corrective Movements

Linear regressions were performed on each sub-
ject’s number of CMs as a function of target difficulty,
and a histogram of the coefficients of determination is
shown in Figure 6(b). This was done because the ID had
a significant effect on the number of CMs for paradigms,
F (9, 189) = 145.6, p < .001, and for rotations,
F (9, 189) = 138.4, p < .001. Linear regression param-
eters for each subject are reported as boxplots in Figure
5(d).

Paradigm did not have a significant effect on the lin-
ear regression offset, which represents the number of
CMs for the target with the lowest ID, F (2, 42) = 2.96,
p = .063. However, a significant effect was found for
paradigm on the linear regression slope, F (2, 42) =
22.83, p < .01. Multiple comparisons revealed that the
real condition (0.92) had significantly lower mean slope
than both the NC (1.78) and 0◦ (1.94) cases. In addi-
tion, the NC and 0◦ conditions did not have significantly
different mean slopes.

Rotation was found to have a significant effect on lin-
ear regression offset, F (7, 147) = 12.95, p < .001.
The lowest mean offset occurred for the 0◦ condi-
tion (3.47 CMs). Local maximum offsets occurred at
90 (8.82 CMs) and 225◦ (8.36 CMs). A local mini-
mum offset of 6.58 CMs occurred at 180◦. Rotation
also had a significant effect on linear regression slope,
F (7, 147) = 22.51, p < .001. Similar to the offsets,
the 0◦ exhibited a minimum slope of 1.94. Unlike the
offsets, local maximum slopes occurred at 135◦ (6.29)
and 225◦ (6.49). A local minimum also occurred for the
180◦ condition (4.36), which was significantly different
from only the 0 and 315◦ conditions.

4.5 Peak Velocity

Figure 5(e) reports the coefficient of determina-
tion results for linear regressions performed for each
subject’s peak velocity as a function of target diffi-
culty. This was done because ID had a significant effect
on peak velocity for paradigms, F (9, 189) = 320.4,
p < .001, and for rotations, F (9, 189) = 166.3,
p < .001. Linear regressions were also performed as a

function of target distance, but this produced lower cor-
relations. Also, a histogram of all linear regression R2

values is shown in Figure 6(c).
Paradigm exhibited a significant effect on both

offsets, F (2, 42) = 14.48, p = .0013, and slopes,
F (2, 42) = 29.04, p < .001. In both analyses, the real
target condition (0.29 m/s and slope 0.06) exhibited
a significantly higher mean peak velocity than the NC
(0.23 m/s and slope 0.04) and 0◦ (0.23 m/s and slope
0.05) cases. In both paradigms and rotations, there
was no significant difference between the NC and 0◦

conditions.
Rotations exhibited a significant effect for offsets,

F (7, 147) = 14.63, p < .001. A maximum mean off-
set of 0.23 m/s occurred in the 0◦ case. Mean offsets
decreased from 0◦ to a minimum of 0.15 for the 180◦

condition (0.15 m/s) and then increased up to 0.21 m/s
for 315◦. Unlike other measures, there was no local
maximum at 180◦. Rotations also had a significant effect
on slopes, F (7, 147) = 11.18, p < .001. The maximum
slope occurred for the 0◦ (0.047) case and decreased
to a local minimum of 0.028 at the 90 and 135◦ con-
ditions, which both had mean slopes of 0.028. A local
maximum mean slope occurred at 180◦ (0.033), but
it was not significantly different from the mean slopes
at 135 and 225◦. Another local minimum occurred at
225◦ (0.024), after which the mean slope increased
to significantly higher values at 270 (0.03) and 315◦

(0.04).

5 Discussion

For convenience, Table 2 summarizes the mean
and standard deviations (in parentheses) for all per-
formance measures relative to a baseline (either the
real or colocated condition). Measures from the real,
colocated, and non-colocated conditions in the top
three rows were normalized to the real condition as
the baseline, while the rotated conditions (bottom
eight rows) were normalized to the 0◦ condition as
baseline. This shows the multiplicative effect that each
condition had on the performance measures relative to
baseline.
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Table 2. Performance Means (SD) versus Real and 0◦ Baselines

Init CM CM PV PV
TP Eff. Err. offset slope offset slope

Real 1.0 (1.0) 1.0 (1.0) N/A 1.0 (1.0) 1.0 (1.0) 1.0 (1.0) 1.0 (1.0)
NC 0.69 (0.68) 0.77 (0.80) 1.0 (1.0) 0.99 (1.12) 1.94 (1.08) 0.81 (0.75) 0.67 (0.67)
0◦ 0.75 (0.52) 0.83 (0.79) 1.00 (0.99) 0.85 (1.21) 2.11 (1.48) 0.82 (0.75) 0.73 (0.72)

0◦ 1.0 (1.0) 1.0 (1.0) 1.0 (1.0) 1.0 (1.0) 1.0 (1.0) 1.0 (1.0) 1.0 (1.0)
45◦ 0.78 (0.83) 0.70 (0.84) 1.07 (1.00) 1.28 (1.48) 1.25 (1.18) 0.78 (1.05) 0.88 (1.17)
90◦ 0.44 (0.99) 0.34 (0.61) 1.32 (0.94) 2.12 (3.90) 2.72 (5.20) 0.58 (1.15) 0.74 (1.31)
135◦ 0.37 (0.60) 0.31 (0.44) 1.37 (0.92) 2.09 (2.98) 3.23 (5.48) 0.58 (1.02) 0.66 (1.14)
180◦ 0.51 (0.54) 0.44 (0.62) 1.26 (0.98) 1.67 (1.49) 2.29 (2.46) 0.69 (1.53) 0.65 (1.06)
225◦ 0.37 (0.65) 0.32 (0.51) 1.34 (0.94) 2.07 (2.48) 3.28 (5.71) 0.52 (1.38) 0.69 (1.49)
270◦ 0.49 (0.85) 0.40 (0.72) 1.32 (0.96) 1.98 (3.71) 2.27 (3.53) 0.66 (1.37) 0.82 (1.49)
315◦ 0.87 (0.78) 0.77 (0.83) 1.06 (1.02) 1.15 (1.33) 1.20 (1.07) 0.87 (1.00) 0.90 (0.91)

5.1 Real versus Non-colocated and
Colocated

As hypothesized and consistent with the literature,
all performance measures indicated that performance
was better for the physical task than the NC and colo-
cated conditions. Subjects performed the physical
tasks at a higher rate than the virtual tasks. As seen in
Table 2, the mean throughput for the NC and colo-
cated tasks were 0.69× and 0.75× those for the real
task, respectively. This indicates that across the tested
target ID range of 2–6 bits, task completion times were
significantly lower for the real targets versus the virtual
ones.

These findings were in line with previous reports
that completion times for a physical reaching task were
0.67–0.5× of those for the identical virtual task. Specif-
ically, studies using 2D reaching by Graham and C. L.
MacKenzie (1996), Mason et al. (2001), and by Sprague
et al. (2006) reported this, as did a study of 3D stylus-
based reaching by Liu, Liere, Nieuwenhuizen, and
Martens (2009). Blackmon et al. (1997) reported that
completion time for a physical whole-arm reaching task
was 0.18× that of the virtual task, but the authors noted
that a head-mounted display (HMD) used for the colo-
cated condition caused excessively long movement times

because subjects had to search for the target by moving
their heads around the virtual environment.

Similarly, subjects performed the real task with
smoother and straighter trajectories than the virtual
tasks. Straighter motion was evidenced by efficien-
cies for the NC and colocated conditions, which were
0.77× and 0.83× that of the real task. In addition,
smoother motion was indicated by corrective movement
regression slopes for both the colocated and NC condi-
tions, which were 1.97× higher than the real task. This
increase was similar to the 2.5× increase in the num-
ber of submovements for virtual 3D reaching over an
identical physical task reported by Liu et al. (2009),
but was lower than the 4.2–11× increase in corrective
movements for the virtual reaching task reported by
Blackmon et al. (1997). However, stereoscopic display
was not used in the non-colocated conditions tested by
Blackmon et al. and the 11× result was for the colocated
HMD condition, which was likely influenced by the pre-
viously mentioned, undesired target-searching behavior.
It has been well established that stereo displays reduced
completion times (Kim, Tendick, et al., 1987; Tendick
et al., 1993; Arthur, Booth, & Ware, 1993; Aresenault
& Ware, 2004). Corrective movement regression off-
sets for the real task were also lower than both the NC
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and colocated conditions, but the result did not reach
statistical significance.

In addition, subjects also reached higher velocities
of hand movement during the real task than the vir-
tual ones. This was indicated by lower peak velocity
regression slopes (approximately 0.8×) and offsets
(approximately 0.7×) for the NC and 0◦ than the real
task. The current results agreed with previous work that
found peak velocity to be significantly affected by tar-
get distance and extends the literature by finding and
analyzing the linear regression parameters of the trend.

5.1.1 Colocated versus Non-colocated.
Contrary to Hypothesis 1, the colocated VE did not
exhibit a significant difference in any of the performance
measures compared to the non-colocated condition.
Although all but one of the mean performance measures
(number of corrective movements) indicated better per-
formance in the colocated condition, the differences did
not reach statistical significance. The lack of a significant
difference in task completion rate supports and extends
the literature that investigated Fitts’ task performed in
VEs (Teather et al., 2009; Sprague et al., 2006). Teather
et al. found no significant difference in the comple-
tion rate of a 3D Fitts’ task between the colocated VE
and a non-colocated VE where the motor workspace
was shifted adjacent to the right of the visual display.
Meanwhile, Sprague et al. (2006) found no significant
difference in the completion rate of a 2D Fitts task by
translating the virtual targets farther away from the par-
ticipant by up to 30% in distance. The current results
provide strong evidence that task completion rate, effi-
ciency, initial movement error, and peak velocity were
not significantly affected by a non-colocated VE created
by rotating the visual display approximately 45◦ about
the horizon (while maintaining a constant distance
between the eyes and the viewing plane)—compared
to a colocated VE.

The mechanisms behind the current results are not
clear. However, Teather et al. (2009) suspected that the
difficulty that humans have with depth perception within
VEs leads to longer completion times that may mask
the effect that visuomotor misalignments have on com-
pletion time. Sprague et al. (2006) also theorized that

faster-than-expected human sensorimotor adaptation
may have resulted in the lack of significant differences in
completion time between colocated and non-colocated
conditions. Although these are both possible explana-
tions, their verification will require further investigation
in properly designed experiments.

5.2 Effect of Azimuth Rotations

In support of Hypothesis 2, azimuth rotations
impacted performance measures in a cyclic manner
that was symmetric about 180◦, similar to the trends
reported by the literature. Specifically, all performance
measures, except for throughput, did not exhibit statis-
tically significant differences between means for the 135
and 225◦, 90 and 270◦, and 45 and 315◦ conditions.
This symmetry was also observed in the completion
times reported by Bernotat (1970), Kim, Tendick,
et al. (1987), Kim, Ellis, et al. (1987), and by Ware and
Arsenault (2004). It is not apparent why, unlike the
other measures, throughput was not symmetric about
180◦.

In addition, the sensitivity of performance measures
to rotations appeared to be separated into two groups.
Compared to the 0◦ condition, rotations did not cause
significantly increased peak velocity offset or corrective
movement offset and slope parameters until 90◦. In con-
trast, throughput, efficiency, peak velocity slope, and
initial movement error exhibited significant performance
decreases between 0 and 45◦. These findings were in
line with the literature, which reported the smallest dif-
ferences in performance measures to exist between 0
and 45◦ (Bernotat, 1970; Kim, Tendick, et al., 1987;
Kim, Ellis, et al., 1987; Blackmon et al., 1997; Ware &
Arsenault, 2004).

The major difference between the current findings
and the previous work was the fact that the poorest task
performance occurred for the 90, 135, and 225◦ con-
ditions, compared to 90 and 270◦ in previous findings
(Bernotat, 1970; Kim, Tendick, et al., 1987; Kim, Ellis,
et al., 1987; Blackmon et al., 1997; Ware & Arsenault,
2004). However, the current results do not contradict
the psychophysics literature, which reported that the
poorest manual performance occured for visual rotations
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in the range of 90–135◦ or 225–270◦ for physical tasks
under camera rotations (Shadmehr & Wise, 2005).

6 Conclusion—System Design
Implications

Several VR system design principles may be
gathered from the results. First, for point-to-point
reaching-type tasks, if the goal is to optimize task
throughput, efficiency, peak velocity, or initial move-
ment error for fish tank display modalities, then motor
and visual perspectives should be aligned, since visual
rotations of 45◦ in either direction significantly impacted
these measures. However, if only trajectory smooth-
ness is of concern, then visual rotations of up to ±90◦

may be acceptable before significant effects on per-
formance might be detected. Second, a colocated VE
display may not provide significant improvement over
a non-colocated VE display in terms of throughput,
efficiency, trajectory smoothness, peak velocity, and ini-
tial movement error for virtual point-to-point reaching
tasks.
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